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Vybrant Show
Success!

Kenza Turner  & Quinta 116: Two 1sts  in Junior EM

Eleni Constas and Compton House Flutterby: 1st in Medium

Renae Erasmus and Capital Uronemo: 2nd and 3rd in Novice

Amy Tolmay and Je T'aime - 1st and 3rd in EM 

Siobhan Records and Neapolitana Theodoro - 1st in Medium

Siobhan Records and Rathmore Caprice - 1st in Inter A

Ina Kruger and TI Sandora - 1st in Advanced

Ina Kruger and TI's Hot Gossip - 1st in PSG

Deborah Holden and Stalvoerman's United -  2nd in Advanced

Leandry Smith and Burgerstrots Havanna - Two 1sts in PR EM

Nadine Jackson and Danven Drover - 1st in Elementary

Nadine Jackson and Mooikloof Lammert - 2nd and 3rd in

Elementary

Sabine Klehe and Dontaire - 1st and 3rd in Elementary

Stephanie Marten and Saxony - Two 1sts in Jnr EM

Patrick Brown and Pegasus Merlin's Magic - 1st in Novice

September has been a busy month with shows getting back to

(almost) normal. We've had Vybrant members competing at

various venues with huge success. Here are just a few of the top

results for recent months:

KPC

Eaton Farm

Congratulations to all of you for your great performances! May

there be many more!
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The weather has been very up and down these last few

weeks, but summer is definitely around the corner

complete with thunderstorms, hot days, and - you guessed

it - insects and flies! 

As we hit the peak of SA's summer, here's a few summer

riding tips and tricks that might help you to beat the heat

and keep yourselves and your horses as cool and

comfortable as possible when temperatures climb. 

Rider Comfort

Looking out for number one is key here! If you get dizzy

or overheat easily, you'll know the struggle that comes with

summer riding in SA. If riding at the crack of dawn isn't an

option for you, you have to get smart!
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Wear light-coloured, breathable materials wherever possible

but stick to long sleeves to prevent sunburn

Try making a buff or your shirt wet before riding - this can

help to draw heat from your body and speed up evaporation so

you don't overheat as quickly!

Make sure to drink enough water during the day so that you're

not dehydrated before you even start sweating

Hose your horse down before a workout to keep him cool, as

well as after you're done with your ride

Offer fresh water before and after your ride and if it's a

particularly hot day or strenuous session, you can even allow

them to drink mid-workout (many of us grew up being told not

to give water to a hot horse, but research doesn't support this!)

Have adequate fly protection for your horse including regular

fly spray, fly masks or sheets, and even an ear veil if your horse

responds well to them. After hosing him you can add a final

rinse with diluted fly repellent in the bucket

To keep cool, try the following:

Horse Comfort

Our horses are part of the team and keeping them comfortable is

important for good performance and a happy partnership. To

make the summer burden a little lighter on your horse, here's

what you can do:

Finally, make sure you know the signs of dehydration in horses so

that you can be aware if something starts to go wrong. This article

on keeping your horse cool in summer is a good starting point!

https://www.paulickreport.com/horse-care-category/cooling-out-on-the-track-science-says-you-may-be-doing-it-wrong/
https://horseandrider.com/health-and-advice/heatstress_061506-18625


Tell us about your competition horses

My main one is Enzzo Johnson out of Johnson. He is my own horse. I bought him over to SA at two years old
and he's now eleven so it's been a long journey! He has been a very sensitive horse to produce but eight years
down the line I'm now benefiting from him being so sensitive. We are training the Medium tour movements
at the moment and he is showing a lot of talent. 

What's been your proudest equestrian moment? 

Winning South African Dressage Champs in 2009. Despite all that I was going through at the time I was able
to rise above it all and do my best.

What is it about dressage that you love most?

I love the training of the horses . The fact that they can be so attentive and responsive and  do it all willingly
once you have formed a bond. I love when they become confident how they like to show us once they have
learnt movement. Show offs! And of course the exhilarating feeling when riding through the Passage and
Piaffe!

If you weren't involved in horses, what would you be doing for a living now?

I did 3 years of Dental Technology  and am actually qualified in Graphic Design , so would have probably
continued in the advertising field. 
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Meet Elena
Jankowitz
Elena joins us for a chat about life, horses, and pet peeves!



Who is someone you admire, and why?

My father. He has worked so hard for all of us, his family.  He has provided for us. He wasn't always supportive
of all my choices but he taught me how to work hard and to take pride in all I do. He has been a massive
influence in my life. 

If you could rid the entire world of one minor pet peeve, what would it be?

People who know everything..... are not willing to learn. 
Or 
Someone who always makes excuses..... suck it up buttercup! 

Finally, why Vybrant? 

Firstly we get communications of "going ons" in the sport.Vybrant  is run by people who want to make a
difference and by people who have knowledge and experience in the sport. Plus they are always giving back to
their members as well as organising world class trainers, judges etc to come and impart knowledge and help us
improve in the sport which we love . 
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Thanks for reading! 


